Lyon County - Comprehensive Master Plan

What are the Key Issues?
What issues do you think the Plan should address?
Please help us identify and prioritize them!

Identifying the Key Issues

Please Fill out the Comment Forms!

At this early stage of the planning process, it is helpful to get a clear image of the needs
and concerns County citizens for the Comprehensive Master Plan to focus on the right
questions.

Help identify the issues.
Check the boxes next to topics on which you would like to express an opinion. Your
comments will help us prioritize these issues. The comment categories mean:

We have identified and refined the issues on the posters by:
1. Analyzing data on land use, population, development, and other trends;
2. Talking with County representatives, staff, Planning Commission, and Board of County
Commissioners; and
3. Discussing the issues with the public at meetings like this.

NOT IMPORTANT: I do not think this issue is important.
SOMEWHAT: I agree somewhat--this issue should be addressed.
KEY ISSUE: I think this is important for the Plan to address!

These issues are still a “work in progress.” Your feedback will help to further refine this list
into the “key issues” for the Plan.

Do you have more to say? Tell us more!

How are the Issues Organized?
The Issues Summary lists the issues under the following nine
categories:
!
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Land Use, Economy, and Growth,
Natural Resources and Environment,
Parks, Recreation, and Open Space,
Public Facilities and Services,
Transportation,
Regional Coordination,
Community Character and Design,
Culture.

See the draft
“Planning
Issues and
Opportunties”
for more detail.
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We value your feedback! If you think we have overlooked
an issue, or if you simply want to say a bit more about a
topic, let us know. Use the available space on the
comment forms to write more ideas. Please continue to
provide comments and ideas throughout the process.
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